Vista 5.0
Release 6

At a glance
Vista Digital

Vista Mobile

Kiosk

Digital Signage

We’re delighted to share the highlights from our sixth
major release of Vista 5.0. Read on for an overview of the
enhancements we’ve made to Vista Cinema software. For
more information contact your Account Manager or read
our Release Notes on the Vista Services site.

Experience

Operations
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VISTA DIGITAL

Vista Digital
Mobile
Loyalty profile re-design >
We’ve refreshed the look and feel of member profiles and simplified the
menu drawer. Loyalty members can now upload their own profile photos to
display on their profile pages. These changes affect all users and encourage
anonymous members to sign up for Loyalty benefits.
As a part of this re-design, you are now able to remove the option for users
to change their details and passwords from within the app.

Inclusive booking fees display mode >
Simplify pricing for your guests and remove surprises by rolling the booking
fee into the price of a ticket. We’ve added an option to display ticket prices
with the booking fee component built into the total price.

Good to know
The booking fee price is still shown on a separate label, but booking fees are otherwise
rolled into each ticket.

Member-only mode
Drive premium memberships by making your mobile app features a memberonly perk. By enabling enforced login, users will be redirected to the sign-in
page whenever they sign out.

Seat-first ordering mode
Increase appeal to moviegoers who have a preference where they sit in relation
to the screen. Let your users choose their seats immediately after selecting a
session in the mobile app. The user then adds tickets to their order, with Mobile
ensuring that the tickets added are appropriate for the seats selected.
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VISTA DIGITAL

Kiosk

Voucher-exclusive deals >
We understand that voucher-exclusive promotions are popular with
everyone, except maybe counter staff. Previously, moviegoers could only
get their voucher deals sorted at the counter – now Kiosk can help.

Faster booking collection from Loyalty home screen >
We recognise that collecting bookings isn’t as easy as it could be when Kiosks
are operating in Loyalty-only mode. We’ve added the Collect your booking
button back to the home screen to speed up service.

Good to know
This button only appears when in enforced Loyalty mode, and when Kiosk isn’t running in
paperless mode.

Quantity free modifiers >
Offer creative deals that let your guests choose what they appreciate most.
Kiosk now allows you to set a certain number of modifiers to be discounted
to free within a modification group. For example, let your guests build their
favourite pizza where the first topping is free.

Good to know
The discounted modifiers will be the lower priced of any selections. You can also choose
whether existing free modifiers count towards this discount.
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VISTA DIGITAL

Digital Signage
Signage Manager
We’ve designed a brand-new Digital Signage website called Signage Manager,
featuring new functionality and an improved look and feel. Signage Manager
allows you to view the status of your signs and create templates for your
menu boards. Note: Signage Manager will eventually replace the current
Digital Signage Admin website.

Menu boards >
You can now create your own templates for your menu boards. The Menu
boards page lets you choose your own media, background, text, price, and
more. Choose from concession items taken directly from the Cinema database,
complete with all their pricing information, including price book pricing if used.
Then when your menu board is complete, you can add it to your regular
playlists in the Admin website for a personalised feel at your concession stands.

Sign health
The Sign health page lets you view which of your signs and clusters in your
cinema are currently online, and displays any offline signs in red.

4K support
Digital Signage now supports 4K resolution content. Play media in ultrahigh definition to really wow your guests without worrying about software
constraints. Even still images such as showtimes and door signs can make an
impact with crisp, crystal-clear displays. Note: Windows scaling must be set
to 100% for the content to be displayed correctly.

Poster Box – Film Status template >
We’ve created a new template: Poster Box - Film Status. This template
displays a film’s poster and status - either Now Showing or Coming Soon. It
can either show a single film poster, or cycle through your Now Showing or
Coming Soon films. It also supports animated posters and you can customise
the template with your cinema logo and a blurred image frame.
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EXPERIENCE

NEW PRODUCT

Experience
CXM

(Customer Experience Manager)

We promised you an exciting new product at our 2019
customer conference...
...and we are now delivering on that promise – CXM (Customer Experience
Manager) is now a reality!
Based on their interactions with sales channels, CXM aims to offer your
guests customised experiences, consistent across Vista’s digital channels.
The CXM web-based interface can be used to configure aspects that will
impact experiences delivered to guests.
CXM’s first feature is the display of recommended films on sales
channels. You can increase your brand loyalty by offering your guests film
recommendations best suited to their preferences. Loyalty members
can view a personalised film recommendation list based on their Movio
propensity score and the films scheduled for an upcoming week. For
non-members, you can create a curated list of film recommendations.
To find out more about CXM, contact your Vista Account Manager.
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Vouchers & Gift Cards

EXPERIENCE

Top up and redeem gift cards in the same order for POS
and Vouchers & Gift Cards
It’s becoming increasingly popular to offer discounts when paying by gift
card to encourage moviegoers to return to the cinema. This means it’s likely
that guests will need to top up a gift card and then spend it all in the same
transaction—this is now possible!
You can add a gift card top-up to an order with other purchases and process
it all in one go. The moviegoer pays for the top-up using another payment
method, then the rest of the order is paid for using the recharged gift card.
Any loyalty points are awarded as appropriate and POS and VGC will work
out all the remaining balances so that everything adds up.

Call Centre
Matched refunds
Staff using Call Centre are now able to refund payments made via Web
and Mobile. Using the Matched Refund feature, Call Centre automatically
refunds payments to the card used in bookings, preventing potential
mistakes or fraud.

Good to know
You’re also able to do partial refunds to the same card, allowing booking fees to be retained.

Additional payment options
We’ve added support for Braintree and Adyen. These new payment options
are embedded within Call Centre, so you’ll be able to use these platforms
without leaving the app!
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Operations
Point of Sale
Top up and redeem gift cards in the same order for POS
and Vouchers & Gift Cards

OPERATIONS

It’s becoming increasingly popular to offer discounts when paying by gift
card to encourage moviegoers to return to the cinema. This means it’s likely
that guests will need to top up a gift card and then spend it all in the same
transaction—this is now possible!
You can add a gift card top-up to an order with other purchases and process
it all in one go. The moviegoer pays for the top-up using another payment
method, then the rest of the order is paid for using the recharged gift card.

Cinema Manager
Fund transaction history
You can now view the transaction history of a fund in CashDesk. A View
transaction history option is available when selecting a fund which takes
you to the new Fund transaction history page. From here you can select a
date range, change the fund, and filter the data using the filters in the header
row of the table. This will allow you to trace the movement of cash through
different funds, and gain a better overall understanding of cashflow in your
cinema.

Good to know
You can run the Transaction History report from the Fund transaction history page using
the Run report button.

Deals: Better, Faster, Stronger
We’ve enhanced our Deals engine to give you better performance. Now POS
will calculate possible deals for an order much more quickly, allowing you to
see and apply deals with minimal delay. We’ve also added support for a new
deal type: the classic Buy One, Get One deal. This offers patrons a free item
when they buy a more expensive one—great for making deals with higherpriced items like film merchandise.

Good to know
You don’t need to do anything to start using the new engine—just upgrade and start
calculating deals faster!

Scanning gift cards in bulk
If you’re scanning a group of gift cards to sell at POS, now you can use the
Multi button to scan several at once. This speeds things up when you’ve got
more than one card in a single order—you can just scan each card one after
the other, no need to select the item each time.
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Food & Beverage
Editing the name of a fund

Complex item routing

You now have more freedom over your CashDesk records so there is no need
to stress when creating deposits! Edit the fund name of a previously created
deposit directly from CashDesk in a user-friendly popup window.

Kitchens can be complicated places and requests can be miscommunicated.
Our latest enhancements are aimed at cutting down potential errors in
preparation and item routing by reducing staff workload.

Good to know

Add to Modified Item’s Preparation Time

• If you enter the name of an existing fund in the same location, you can merge the two funds.
• You can’t use the name of an existing fund in a different location.

OPERATIONS

Transaction Analyser upgrades
You can now export the concession information in your Transaction Analyser
results as an excel spreadsheet. We’ve also added the pickup user and
workstation information to the tooltip that appears when you hover the
mouse over the Collected column.

Set up a modifier so that its preparation time is added to any item it modifies.
For example, you could select this option on an item called ‘Medium rare’ and
use it to modify an item called ‘Steak’. When guests buy Steak and select the
modifier Medium rare, the two items’ preparation times would be combined.
Route item preparation to different areas
This lets you prepare an item and its modifiers in different parts of your
kitchen. For example, you could select this option for an item called ‘Grilled
chicken’, then make it a modifier for your salads. When a guest buys a salad
with grilled chicken, the chicken will be sent to the grill, while the rest of the
salad is sent to the salad bar.
Prepare in Component’s Service Area

Two-factor authentication maintenance
You can now maintain two-factor authentication for individual users within
the Users page of Cinema Manager. The following actions are now available:
•
•
•
•

Enable 2FA
Disable 2FA
Reset 2FA
Generate new recovery codes

Good to know
The Reset 2FA button disables 2FA and then enables it again.

This option lets you pick where a recipe’s components are prepared: the
recipe’s service area, or the components area. It takes the hassle out of
preparing recipes with components that need to be prepared in several
parts of the kitchen.

Benefits
By using these options, your staff won’t have to spend time calculating prep times, or
routing items to separate areas — it will happen automatically.

Good to know
Vista’s kitchen routing is extremely powerful. We can route the same item based on
where an item is sold from or where it’s going. You can even create overrides for quiet or
exceptional times.
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Serve

Adding Loyalty member via search or barcode scan >
Help staff bring up your Loyalty member profiles quickly and minimise
mistakes. Serve now does this better by allowing membership ID barcodes
to be scanned when searching for a member.

Good to know

OPERATIONS

Secure your membership information by only allowing members to be added via scanning.

Table layouts >
Serve now supports table layouts. We’ve adapted the interface you’re
familiar with from POS, simplifying it and giving you the ability to create
checks for tables. Serve also respects tables that have been linked together
at POS, ensuring orders arrive at the right seat.

Good to know
Checks started on Serve show on the table layout at POS and vice versa.

Partial payments >
Cinemas are a group activity, but these days groups like to pay as individuals.
Staff must be able to handle these requests and Serve makes it easy. Serve
users are now equipped to let guests make multiple partial payments (cash
and/or card) towards their check without leaving their seat.
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InTouch

Stocktake >

OPERATIONS

The long-awaited InTouch stocktake functionality is here! Say goodbye to
pesky stocktake printouts - you can now perform all your stocktake counts
directly from your mobile device.
•
•
•
•
•

Add item counts by different units of measure specific to each item.
Search for items by either a category-based list or a search function.
Sort and filter items by location, name, item class, and more.
View the history of your counts and the counts of other staff.
Sync your stocktake counts automatically with Cinema Manager.

Best of all, if you have a troublesome connection you can complete the
entire process offline and InTouch will sync your counts when you connect
to the network again. This will revolutionise stocktake at your cinema.
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Improved requests page >
You can use the Requests page as a one-stop shop for anything needing your action
in MovieTeam, from Time Off Requests to shift swaps. And now, it’s even better –
with new and improved filter options and a huge speed increase.
Good to know
Use the Jobs drop-down filter to show only Time Off Requests from people who hold
certain Jobs. For example, if you wanted to just see requests from people who have the
Bartender job, you can select Bartender in the drop-down.

Improved time-off requests
MovieTeam now shows information such as the number of available staff and
approved/pending requests on a date. Managers and corporate staff can now
also submit time-off requests in MovieTeam on behalf of other employees.
Good to know
To submit a time-off request on behalf of another employee, create a new request and
select the employee from the dropdown list.

MovieTeam 2.0 >
MovieTeam 2.0 is on its way. The end result will be worth waiting for. While we’re
still tightening a few nuts and bolts behind the curtain, we’ll soon have parts of
the product available for beta testing.
Good to know
If you’re interested in learning more about the 2.0 project or participating in beta testing,
you can reach out to us at talk2us@movieteam.co.

Smarter auto-adjust opener and closer shifts
Previously, we released a fantastic feature that let cinema managers align staff
opening and closing shifts with their film schedule. We’ve released updates to
this feature to make it even smarter – letting you fine-tune your auto-adjust to
base adjustments on the start OR end time of movies, as well as letting you keep
the total length of the shift intact or flexible.
Good to know
You can configure these options for each job by navigating to Settings > Jobs.
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Enterprise
Head Office
Additions to linking and site variable data for Head Office
We’ve added two more options for items in Linking and Site Variable Data,
which you can customise at each of your sites:
• Requires Preparing
• Requires Delivery

Automatic PSTVA Postings to the DCJ
You can now set new GL accounts for Post-Sale ticket value adjustments
so that the ticket value adjustments are automatically reflected in the
Daily Cash Journal. This will be especially useful when the ticket value
adjustments are changed.

PSTVA Tiers
You can now easily and accurately configure Post-Sale Ticket Value Adjustments
to your films with our new tier system.
Configure tiers for different ticket values for each film, for each of your different
distributors. Then select the tier you want to apply for all tickets for a film, and
Vista handles the rest! This is especially handy if you have negotiated a fixed set
of values across your films’ releases.

Good to know
If you change a film’s tier, we also recalculate the ticket values and re-export your box office
numbers for the affected weeks.

Showing territories in film titles in Head Office
If your circuit shows films across multiple territories, you’ll be interested in the
film territory enhancements we’ve added to Head Office.

Benefits

ENTERPRISE

Hashing user passwords for Cinema, VGC, Connect, and
Head Office
We’ve introduced a Password Hashing Tool in Cinema, Connect, Head Office,
and Vouchers & Gift Cards. With the tool, you can hash user passwords
stored in the products’ respective databases:
• VISTA
• VISTAIT

• VISTAHO
• VISTAVM

The Password Hashing Tool provides more secure storage of user passwords
in core Vista databases. As hashed passwords are significantly harder to
decode, the tool provides a preventative measure against the severity of any
potential data breach your company may experience.

Good to know
After you run the tool, the passwords for new users are automatically hashed when they’re
added to the database.

For more information, see the Password Hashing Feature Guide.

These enhancements let you add a film territory to each of your film records — or import them
automatically if you use MX Film. Each film territory has a code associated with it. For example,
the Great Britain version of The Godfather would be labelled gb The Godfather. Your guests
won’t see these codes, but you will. This makes it easier to tell which films belong to which
territory. It’s especially useful if you have multiple films with the same title that you need to
schedule in different territories.

Good to know
We know this won’t be useful for every circuit, so we’ve made it your choice whether you
use film territories. If you would like to use them, enable the Head Office system setting
EnableFilmTerritory.

User Auditing
Our new auditing capability allows you to keep track of any changes that affect
Film Hire, which users made those changes, and when they were made.
It’s not just a data dump! We’ve gone above and beyond your average audit,
enabling you to see which values have changed to cause differences in your Film
Hire calculations, and what those differences were.
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Film Manager
Hide time blocks and screens in Showtime Manager

Change film title for sessions in Showtime Manager

To increase visibility of relevant information in Showtime Manager’s time
block view, you can now choose to collapse time blocks and screens. For
example, you might want to collapse early morning time blocks when not
many sessions are scheduled.

Changing film titles on session tiles in the Time block view is now easier
and faster. The film title is a searchable field. All you need to do is click the
existing film title and type in a text string, and you can then select a film
from a displayed list of titles.

Good to know

Good to know
• Film titles cannot be changed for Corporate Bookings.
• Search results exclude marathon films.
• Session properties will change when a film is changed.

ENTERPRISE

• Time blocks and screens can be collapsed even with sessions scheduled within them.
• There is an ‘expand’ button for collapsed time blocks and screens.
• User selections for collapsed and expanded time blocks and screens are retained when a
user logs in and out of Showtime Manager.
• You can also add a film from the film palette or change screen sorting when a time block
or screen is collapsed; a time block and/or screen will expand when a session is added to it.
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Sort dropped films by revenue in Showtime Manager

Visualise opening hours in Film Manager

The Dropped tab under Film Palette in Showtime Manager lists films
that were played in the previous week but haven’t yet been added to the
schedule for the current week. The list is sorted by release date. To help with
your scheduling decisions, we’ve now included the functionality to sort this
list based on the previous week’s box office revenue.

To improve usability, we’ve enhanced the visibility of scheduling time in
Showtime Manager.

Benefits

In the time block view, opening hours are displayed at the top of the screen.

Sorting by revenue makes it easier for you to elect to hold over the previous week’s top
performing films.

Good to know

In the timeline view, the opening hours are highlighted with a white
background for each day in the week. Time outside the opening hours have a
grey background.

• Opening hours are configured in Back Office.
• This is only for visibility; there’s no validation for sessions scheduled outside opening hours.

User Preferences in Showtime Manager

ENTERPRISE

Showtime Manager has been updated to provide film programmers the
choice to set up session spacing based on personal preferences. The settings
panel can be used to set up auto spacing between sessions (Timeline and
Time block views) and select the keys that can be used to increase and
decrease spacing between sessions (Time block view).

Using keyboard shortcuts in Showtime Manager
The time block view in Showtime Manager has been updated with
functionality to allow keyboard interactions. You can now use the arrow
keys to select single or multiple cells and sessions and navigate through the
session grid.
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Group Sales

Improvements to the bookings page >
We’ve revamped the bookings page, so it gives you the information you
need faster. Booking statuses are now at the top of the booking page, with
an image to show you what stage is next, so you can see what you’ve done,
what you’re doing, and what you need to do next.

Benefits
• Simpler, easier to use booking page
• Quickly see what you need to do next on each booking

Good to know

ENTERPRISE

Each booking status now also has an optional checklist you can work your way through.
The checklist is unique to each booking status, and lists tasks like ‘Quote sent’ and ‘Quote
accepted’.
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Services
Connect
Connect support for Global Authentication Service

reCAPTCHA v2 support in Connect

In this release, we’ve added Global Authentication Service (GAS) support to
Connect. GAS is a new authentication service from Vista that provides better
security for products that allow third-party integrations.

We now support Google reCAPTCHA v2 on most Connect API endpoints.
The reCAPTCHA v2 system provides an additional security check to prevent
automated attacks on your website. In Connect, reCAPTCHA v2 is configured
per client and per endpoint, so you can control who needs to go through the
extra security check, and on what endpoints. For more information, see the
Securing Vista Connect HowTo Guide.

GAS is configurable per client in Connect Manager with the addition of
global-authentication user IDs. Feel confident knowing that API calls are
now more secure.

Good to know
• GAS is required for certain Vista products including Connect’s OCAPI endpoints.
• If you elect to use GAS for general API authentication, GAS will take precedence over
Connect API tokens. If authentication fails via GAS, but your API token is valid, you won’t
be able to access the Connect API.
• GAS credentials and global authentication user IDs are obtained from Vista. Contact your
account manager for more information.

Good to know
The security boost offered by reCAPTCHA v2 is beneficial for endpoints that handle
membership data or transaction details.

For more information on using GAS in Connect, see the Securing Vista
Connect HowTo Guide.

New Connect API endpoint for events
Running an event for a new film or promoting an older one? We’ve made it
easier for you to surface event information to your guests so that they can
find the event sessions they want and book tickets. We’ve created a new API
endpoint called GetEvents that returns event information created centrally
in Head Office or at individual sites in Back Office. We’ve also added new
parameters to sessions and scheduled films endpoints, allowing you to
filter results based on the event information returned from the new events
endpoint.

SERVICES

Good to know
The GetEvents endpoint replaces the deprecated GetCinemaEvents endpoint.
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